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Today’s experimental technologies in biology offer biologists access to large volumes of unprecedented data. This technological progress is driving efforts to uncover the function of whole-genome data with a huge potential for personalised health care. However, for such a revolution to happen we need to be capable to explore and learn from such large scale data in an automated manner.

One of the challenges of automated learning on biological data is their highly structured nature.

This proposal will develop a novel way of representing and learning on protein data that takes into account as much biologically useful information as possible. Such biologically rich representations would be problematic using previous approaches.

Proteins (basic building blocks for living organisms) are long molecules consisting of a series of chained amino acids. There are about 20 different amino acids and each protein can be viewed as a string over 20 symbols (one symbol per amino acid). However, protein molecules can form complicated 3-dimensional shapes that, together with physical-chemical properties of amino acids determine the protein function. How can such structure be represented for automated learning to take place? We base our approach on 4 key assumptions:
1. All potentially important information on proteins should be represented.
2. The learning machine should be lead to focus on the dominant trends in the data set that are crucial for the learning task.
3. As the nature of the task changes, so does the view on what are the important and dominant factors in the structure-rich data.
4. Representing a rich variety of potentially important information on proteins can lead to too many degrees of freedom, hampering the effectiveness of the learning process.

We address all 4 points in a unified framework.

Each protein will be represented as a binary tensor. A tensor is a generalisation of the notion of vector, where the elements are indexed along more than one direction (mode). For example, an order-2 tensor is a matrix with two modes - rows and columns. For proteins we suggest to have e.g. 4 modes - each protein will be represented by a 4th-order tensor. Mode 1 will index position within the amino acid sequence, important motifs of amino acid groups will be represented along mode 2, local spatial structure of the protein molecule along mode 3 and physical-chemical properties of the relevant amino acids along mode 4.

We then perform a task-driven compression of the data tensors in the tensor space, thus achieving a reduced representation of the dominant trends in the data that are crucial for the given task and enhance the model generalisation.

The framework will be verified on an important and difficult problem of nuclear protein localisation (e.g. the process by which proteins get transported into the cell nucleus).

Understanding nuclear localisation of proteins is crucial for understanding the dynamics and self-regulation of the cell.

This truly interdisciplinary research will bridge machine learning, bioinformatics and biology. If successful, our proposal can make a high impact in the bioinformatics field, but needs a proof of concept before further major developments can take place. Relying on task-driven compression of vast sparse binary tensors representing proteins in a holistic manner is a novel concept without sufficient evidence base and as such would be considered as lacking feasibility component by traditional grant schemes.
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A New Framework for Holistic Representations and Learning on Aminoacid Sequences

Peter Tiňo

Background

We are witnessing a revolution in biology driven by the large-scale data amassed by current experimental technologies and efforts to uncover the function of whole-genome data. Proteomics data (reflecting the state of a cell’s protein content) and next-generation sequencing data will very likely revolutionise our insights into genomics at the level of individuals, with a huge potential for personalised health care. However, for these exciting developments to take place, we need dedicated tools enabling exploration of such large-scale data. In this proposal we will concentrate on situations were the data represent complex entities characterised by an underlying sequential structure endowed with a variety of structural, physical and chemical properties that determine their biological function. All these factors should be holistically taken into account when learning on such data. For example, proteins from one point of view are just long molecules of chained aminoacids. But proteins can also form complicated localised (secondary structure) and global (tertiary structure) spatial arrangements. In addition, each aminoacid (or small group of aminoacids) has special physical-chemical properties that together with the spatial arrangements of the protein are key factors determining the protein function.

Previous attempts to extend the sequential information with additional properties characterising proteins have been dominated by kernel machines and data representations through long feature vectors, typically encompassing only a limited number of feature types (e.g. (important sequential motifs, localised physical properties)). We propose to explore a radically different view on data analysis and automated learning in the context of biological aminoacid sequences. We allow to capture a potentially large variety of protein features in a natural algebraic structure of higher-order tensors. We then perform a task-driven compression of the data tensors in the tensor space, thus achieving a lower-rank representation of the dominant trends in the data set that are crucial for the given task. If we used traditional vector representations, such a compression would be problematic due to the vast number of degrees of freedom involved. As the nature of the task changes, so does the view on what are the important and dominant factors in the structure-rich data. Making the learning machines operate on the compressed space may not only boost their generalisation performance but crucially can also increase their interpretability.

We will verify the framework on a representative problem of nuclear protein localisation. Understanding nuclear localisation of proteins (e.g. the process by which proteins get transported into the cell nucleus) is a crucial step in understanding the dynamics and self-regulation of the cell. Briefly, the transport of most molecules between the cytoplasm and nucleus through the so called Nuclear Pore Complex is assisted by specialised importins and exportins. Importins recognise molecules to be imported into the nucleus through Nuclear Localisation Signals (NLS). However, the localisation signals are extremely varied. Some localisation signals are aminoacid subsequences that can potentially appear anywhere in the sequence, but are physically exposed on the surface of the 3-dimensional folded protein structure. Many other localisation signals have a much more complicated structure. In addition, NLS by themselves are not sufficient to resolve the localisation issue as there are many known non-nuclear proteins containing NLS and there are known nuclear proteins that do not contain any NLS. The situation is further complicated by the existence of other nuclear localisation mechanisms, the known range of which is constantly increasing. Last but not least, some nuclear proteins can be dually (or even multiply) localised, for example proteins shared between the nucleus and cytoplasm in a shuttling process. To date there are only three specialised predictors for identifying nuclear proteins and several more general predictors of protein localisation many of which rely on sequence homology (e.g. common evolutionary history of the studied proteins). However, models exploiting sequence homology are unable to deal with novel protein sequences far removed from the known ones. Furthermore, except for NUCLEO predictor, dually localised proteins have so far not been considered at all. To summarise, predicting nuclear localisation is an important but very difficult task. We expect that using compressed features of the detailed tensor-based data representations will help to reveal new findings about the nature and mechanisms of nuclear protein localisation that have not been accessible through the data representation schemes used so far.

Aims, methodology, timeline and milestones

There are two aims (coinciding with the tasks) of the proposed work. The milestones correspond to the end of each task.

1. Develop a framework for learning models based on tensor representation of various modes of information characterising proteins. (8 months)
2. Based on such framework investigate in the supervised and unsupervised learning setting the signalling mechanisms of singular as well as dual nuclear protein localisation. (4 months)

Methodology - Task 1: If it is possible to define a positional reference frame for the set of proteins to be explored, the first information mode will be the position within the aminoacid sequence. Important phrases/motifs will be represented along mode 2, local secondary structure along mode 3 and physical-chemical properties of the relevant aminoacids along mode 4. For example, when considering $W$ distinguishing words, $S$ secondary structure types, $P$ property types, then length-$L$ cuts of proteins will be represented as fourth-order $L \times W \times S \times P$ tensors.
with element \((i, w, s, p)\) equal to 1 if at position \(i\) within the sequence, there is the word \(w\), local structure \(s\) and property \(p\). Otherwise the \((i, w, s, p)\)-th element of the representational tensor will be 0. If a positional reference frame cannot be defined, the mode 1 will be dropped, resulting in order-3 tensors having the \((w, s, p)\)-th element equal to 1 if within the protein there is the word \(w\) at a position corresponding to the local structure \(s\) and property \(p\). Additional modes can be added analogously.

Such protein representation will code richer information than most of the current approaches to learning on aminoacid sequences. To account for the binary nature of data tensors, each tensor element will be modelled by a Bernoulli noise distribution. However, the representations will be high-dimensional and sparse. To extract the dominant trends in such data, compression in the tensor space will be performed. Several criteria will be used to drive the compression. We will impose specific constraints on the noise models so that the number of degrees of freedom is dramatically reduced, while retaining a good model of the data. The constraining mechanisms include: (i) Imposing that the natural parameters of the individual Bernoulli models lie in a low-dimensional linear tensor subspace; (ii) the low-dimensional tensor basis can be factored into separate basis vectors along each mode; (iii) allowing for possible controlled non-linear structure of the tensor subspace by mapping the subspaces of (i-ii) via a smooth parametrised non-linear mapping. The task that needs to be performed on the proteins will drive finding the reduced tensor basis. For example, if the proteins are to be classified into separate classes (e.g. nuclearly localised vs. non-localised proteins), the model will find the tensor basis that can best separate the data into the classes (supervised learning). Analogously, in the unsupervised learning setting, if the task is to find natural groupings of the proteins, the tensor basis will best separate and compactify the data clusters. If the goal is to visually represent the proteins in a topographic map, we would aim for the smallest reconstruction error under the reduced basis. Furthermore, we will account for tensor sparsity by building in the option for allowing a higher model construction cost for miss-modelling 1 than for miss-modelling 0.

**Methodology - Task 2:** The data will be prepared using the latest release of Swiss-Prot and we will apply stringent redundancy reduction to drive the models to genuine generalisation not relying on inherent sequence homologies. Proteins not localised to nucleus will be represented by those with known subcellular localisation to an organelle other than nucleus. The set of known localisation motifs will be extended by the set of most distinguishing words between the localised and non-localised protein classes. The latter will be found using a suffix tree representation. The methodology enables finding variable length word patterns (as opposed to fixed length patterns used in most representational schemes). Starting from short patterns, each pattern is extended only if the extended version has a more distinguishing power, subject to blocking inclusion of low-frequency patterns to avoid overspecialisation.

We will systematically examine combinations of mode types and mode numbers starting with tensors of order 2, moving to the order-3 tensors etc. The unsupervised and supervised learning investigations will differ in the data representation process (e.g. finding specific vocabularies of the most distinguishing words), the reduced tensor basis construction and the learning machinery on the reduced protein representations. In the unsupervised learning setting, we will use clustering and topographic mapping to detect natural groupings of nuclear proteins revealed by commonalities in the compressed tensor representations and translate them into a biological interpretation. In the supervised mode, the models will be used to classify proteins into nuclear localised vs. non-localised, or single localised vs. dually localised proteins. Where possible, the prediction performance will be stringently compared with the state of art alternatives. Successful models will be analysed to unveil the features that most separate the protein classes and the features will be verified for their biological meaning. The biological interpretation of the results will be done in close collaboration with Dr. Mikael Bodén and his colleagues at the Institute of Molecular Bioscience, University of Queensland.

**Why the Theo Murphy Blue Skies awards Scheme?**

This truly interdisciplinary research will bridge machine learning, bioinformatics and biology. The key idea of this project is to allow for sparse tensor representations of protein features, potentially far richer than the ones currently in use in learning machines operating on aminoacid sequences. Our intuition is that the sparsity can be dealt with by appropriate compression in the tensor space, respecting the sparse and binary nature of the tensors. Moreover, the dominant trends in the task-driven compressed representations will constitute hypothesis that will be verified for biological significance. While such an approach can bring significant advances in automated learning on protein data, it may also be the case that the tensor representations will not provide enough structure for an effective compression to take place. In that case we will systematically search for the minimal mode subset leading to lower-order tensors on which automated learning can be successfully performed. If that fails, to prove usefulness of incorporating a wide variety of features capturing the proteins, we will resort to fully kernel machines based approaches and construct dedicated protein kernels operating on aminoacid sequences, but extended with as much additional information as possible. If successful, our proposal can make a high impact in the bioinformatics field, but needs a proof of concept before further major developments can take place. Relying on task-driven compression of vast sparse binary tensors representing proteins in a holistic manner is a novel concept without sufficient evidence base and as such would be considered as lacking feasibility component by traditional grant schemes.
Relevant research experience

I have an extensive research experience in learning machines operating on structured data (predominantly sequential) and probabilistic modelling (especially topographic mapping and dimensionality reduction via latent variable modelling). In both fields I have published in top scientific journals. Directly related to this proposal is my work on topographic maps and clustering of high-dimensional and structured data in the following publications (numbering taken from my publication list submitted separately) [3,6,10,12,18,31,46-49,51,54]. I have maintained a keen interest in interdisciplinary research: Drug discovery (Pfizer Research) - machine learning in drug discovery (2000–2003); Astronomy (School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Birmingham) - machine learning for resolving time delays in gravitational lensing, clustering and topographic mapping of binary star complexes (2003–); Bioinformatics (City University of Hong Kong) - analysis of cDNA microarray data, promoter recognition (2008).